Along with the development of Intelligent Transportation System, traffic detectors collect numerous transportation state data in information databases and accumulate. Such data is greatly meaningful to the vehicle navigation. In this paper, we propose a noble two-stage algorithm about vehicle navigation by using data mining methods on the historical and current transportation dataset. This algorithm begins with picking sensitive data about start and end point in an urban traffic network, and data from related (or nearest) road fragments. Referring to current time and season, the algorithm gives an evaluation to every related road fragments and outputs a most reasonable route between start and end point. The experimental and theoretical analyzes show that this algorithm can form an efficient and effective route in reasonable time.
Introduction
Urban traffic navigation algorithms are greatly based on traffic information datasets, which can be get from detectors of ITS (Intelligent Transformation System). But, after the ITS occurred, a huge number of detectors were spread into traffic network to monitor the partial or total transportation system situation. In such situation today, mass data is formed more and more quickly than before, on which introduces new problem into traffic information analysis.
According to such situation, analysis methods cannot just be the regular ones, such as association rules mining, data fusion, and data classification, in order to simulate the nearest future about traffic condition. These methods have inherently functionally insufficient problem. For example, association rules mining may evaluates single road segments in a route separately, without considering the structure or substructure of the urban traffic network. When a road segment between start and end point is used frequently, it might have highly related with the new route. Obviously, this segment happens to have nothing to do with the new route when it is a one-way street, or a recently broken one.
Focusing on graph datasets, which records data and relationships between data at the same time, graph mining is a meaningful branch of data mining to solve such problems, especially in vehicle navigation. For a single graph data, it has two parts, which are vertices and edges. Vertices represent data, and edges stand for relationships. For example, in chemical dataset, vertices are atoms, and edges are compound keys between atoms. In urban traffic network, vertices are separate street segments, and edges are traffic crosses. When analysis applies on urban traffic network graph dataset, the results bring out some interesting knowledge behind the mass dataset.
Unfortunately, graph mining algorithms are the high time-complexity class. The algorithms on such problems have to bare the complexity because the subgraph isomorphism is NP-complete [1, 2] . Today, there are several algorithms proposed to solve graph mining problems. On chemical dataset, the algorithms are based on depth first visiting method to mining frequent substructures to achieve high performance [3] [4] [5] . But, in traffic datasets, it is very different from chemical datasets, where the size of graphs is much bigger than chemical datasets. When the algorithms in chemical dataset graph mining are introduced into traffic datasets, they should not work well, or have limited efficiency.
When a vehicle navigation algorithm combined with the thinking of graph mining, it considers not only the frequency of road segments, but also the substructures of traffic network. Most existing navigation algorithms are founded on shortest path in a directed graph. Shortest path in a directed graph [6] is an effective algorithm to find out whether vertex B is reachable from vertex A, though it does not consider the usage of an edge between them, or the situations of substructures of a traffic graph. In paper [6] , H. Gonzalez proposed an algorithm based on urban traffic graph to find out the efficient route between start and end points. This algorithm sets transportation data as references to calculate the route, but it is works only on current transportation dataset.
In this paper, a noble urban traffic navigation algorithm is introduced, which is based on graph mining and association rules mining. It has two stages to fulfill the target of data analysis when the user picks start and end vertices in the traffic graph. In the first stage, association rules mining algorithm is implemented to produce a set of frequent edges in the graph. After this, it gives the function to evaluate every single edge. In the second stage, graph mining method carries out to form frequent subgraph based on these edges according to the historical traffic network graph and current transportation dataset. In Evaluation and Results part, this algorithm shows that it can give a more efficient and effective route than exit ones.
Methodology
Transportation network can be translated into graph data, which vertices are road segments and edges are road crosses. This translation keeps the traffic signals and road conditions more greatly than other methods. In figure 1 , it is a part of an urban traffic network a), and it is translated in the way above c). Also, it can be translated by another method, which is that the vertices are road crossed and edges are road segments (c). It is clear that this translation loses some information in the original traffic network. The transportation dataset can be divided into two parts. The first part is historical records, nearest or furthest. And the second part is current records. In this paper, the algorithm is founded on such historical and current data. For the same urban traffic network, it has many snapshots in the dataset for different time stamp.
b) Translation 1 a) Traffic Network c) Translation 2
Definition 1 (Traffic Graph Data). A traffic graph data is a directed graph, which is a 6-tuple, G = {V, E, Σ, L, D, ω}. Here, V is vertex set, E is edge set, Σ is label set of vertices and edges. L is a mapping between V and E to Σ, which represents V→Σ and E→Σ. D is another mapping which represents the edges directions between two vertices, D: v 1 →v 2 . ω is a weighting function which calculates the traffic conditions affected by other elements.
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Advances in Intelligent Transportation System and Technology ω is a set which contains several elements about environment, such as whether, rush hours or not, special days, safety, and others. By such set, a definition can be made to weight the vertices and edges in a traffic graph data. Different interests make different functions. This should be defined by users.
In this algorithm, we focus on frequent edges and frequent substructures in urban traffic graph. For this target, the algorithm can be divided into two stages. In the first stage, it calculates the frequent edges between start and end points in the graph. It discovers the frequent substructures above these frequent edges in the second stage. The growth of frequent substructures accords to the depth first method. When one of those substructures is large enough to cover the start and end vertices, it will contain the efficient route of this trip. After all, the algorithm deploys another depth first visiting to find out such route. Frequent Directed Edges Mining. There are many graphs in an urban traffic dataset. It can be drawn from one urban traffic network at different timestamps. For all these induced graphs, the first thing to do is to give the beginning vertex A and ending vertex B of a trip. Then it begins to form the frequent directed edge set in the graphs according to the Edge Picking Algorithm (EPA) bellow.
When the beginning vertex A and ending vertex B are given, EPA analyzes current transportation records to collect related information. Then it launches to query the historical records to collect graphs in urban traffic dataset which have the nearest situation to current one, which named G h . Afterwards, EPA carries out a frequent edges mining step to discover the most frequently used edges e f between A and B. As the result, the frequent edge set E f is returned to the up layer of the algorithm to form the final route.
Here, the most frequently used edge e f is such edge. It is used mostly in the same situation like current. It considers not only transportation system effectives, but also other conditions like weather, rush hours, and so on. Different user should define different functions about thus procedure. When a trip is highly related about safety like chemical transportation, it should adjust the weight of an edge more leaning to safe. In the evaluation and results part, we will show an example about the adjustment of such function. Enlargement of Frequent Edges. After the algorithm EPA returns the frequent edge set E f , it evolves into the second step of mining.
The second stage is a graph mining algorithm indeed which is called Edge eXpands Algorithm (EXA).
In EXA, it first sorts the frequent edges in E f by descending order. Then, it picks out the most first edge in E f as current edge e c . EXA queries frequent edges in G h to add it into e c 's vertices to form a larger path or substructure. The query method is depth first visiting. After EXA adds edges to every edge in E f , it checks whether these paths or substructures can joint together to cover vertices A and B. If it does, EXA returns that path or substructure and ends running. If it does not, EXA adds new frequent edges in G f to those paths or substructures in E f until it satisfied the ending condition.
When EXA forms a path or a substructure that covers vertices A and B, it visiting the traffic network graph by such path or a path in the substructure to check out whether it is an answer. After all, if there are more than one answers returned, EXA should give out the evaluation of all these paths to the user.
Evaluation and Results
The evaluation environment is Window 7 Ultimate running on i7 CPU, which has 4GB RAM and a 160SSD hard disk. All primary code was writing in gcc 3.4.4 under CodeBlocks.
We used real road maps from areas of the United States in all of our experiments. The map we used is San Francisco Bay area (90 by 125 miles) with 175,343 nodes, and 223,606 edges. We simulated different traffic conditions using the Network-based Generator of Moving Objects by Thomas Brinkhoff [8] , which is a well-known traffic simulator.
The most important parameter of this algorithm is the weight function. Here, we use the Standard Deviation to reduce its complexity. If there are N parameters in this function, the equation (1) is the weight function in the algorithm. Here, µ k means the k th parameter's ratio, and p k means the value of the k th parameter. The results of experiments are shown in figure 2 . Figure 2 a) shows the average internal between our algorithm and realistic data, which is a real ride in the dataset. In this part, we chose 5 couples of vertices in the traffic network as beginning and ending vertices. Each couple has 10 tests to generate the average data. It is clear that our algorithm is much efficient than real ride. Figure 2 b) shows the effective from our weighting function. As it shown in figure, the more complicated, the more time consumed.
a) Algorithm and Realistic Data b) The Effectiveness of Algorithm

Figure 2. Experimental Results
This two-stage data mining based navigation algorithm can give an efficient route in a specified time, with considering the traffic impact factors. Unless other navigation algorithms, it combines historical dataset and current dataset together to avoid the efficient route just in theory.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a two-stage algorithm to calculate the route for a vehicle in an urban traffic network. Unlike existing navigation algorithms, this algorithm based not only on the traffic network map, but also considers the transprotation datasets. According to the two parts of transportation dataset, named as historical dataset and current dataset, this algorithm can be divided into two stage to generate the route, which is EPA and EXA. It combines association rules mining and graph mining into an integrated one to simulate the most efficient route between beginning and edge vertices at current situation. Evaluation and results shows that this algorithm can discover such route based on historical dataset and save time in travel.
